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Over the summer, the campus was prepared for the
upcoming school year. We met the challenge of consolidating space to open up the construction site and
provide places for all regular school activities. Mission work teams from Jamestown Christian Reformed
Church (Jamestown, MI) and Immanuel Christian
Reformed Church (Grandville, MI) rennovated interior
spaces to accommodate the changes and moved furniture, the library, equipment and supplies from old to
new areas. We are thankful for goodtemporary solutions and many helping hands.
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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

We are so grateful to God for bringing Alex and Marian to our school. Pray that their service will be done to the Lord
and be a blessing to many.
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Marian Roskamp ﬁlls a new position as part time bookkeeper for the Capital Campaign and Building Program.
Marian has the distinction of being a graduate of ZCMS. Across the years, she and her husband, Tom, have served
our school and church in many capacities. Marian recently retired from the 37 years of service to Zuni Public Schools,
and is now ready to help us.

Zuni Christian Mission School
P.O. Box 445
Zuni, New Mexico 87327

Alexander Smith is our new Administrative Oﬃcer. Alex
came to Zuni a year ago after he and his wife, Rachel,
were married. Rachel is a math teacher at the Zuni Public
Middle School. Being part of our church fellowship, Alex
and Rachel were aware of our need and Alex applied for
the position. Besides his educational background, Alex
brings a year of work experience in the Zuni community
to us.
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Mission Info

Portraits of the children and photos of
portable classrooms on the move represent our theme for this school year: Faces of
Promise. Pray with us that the education the
children receive at Zuni Christian Mission School will help shape their identity in Christ and
that the new facility being built this year will be a landmark of hope for generations to come.

PORTRAITS

• FACES OF PROMISE • PORTABLES ON THE MOVE
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The trail that skirts Dowa Yalanne, the mesa east of Zuni, ascends a sandy hill that runners call ‘killer hill’. From the
top of the hill, one looks out over the broad shallow valley hemmed in by mesas to the north and south and the
western hills on the Arizona border. The town lies small and muted in the middle of this expansive land. I walk
this trail often. Not long ago, when I reached the top of the hill and looked out over the valley, I was startled by
the sweep of green spread from mesa to mesa and to the western horizon, the lavish verdancy that marks a few
short weeks at the end of a New Mexico summer. Then, just a week later, I climbed the hill again. The scene had
changed. The lush green was now a dramatic brilliant sea of yellow. Fields of sunﬂowers, glorious and proﬂigate,
as far as the eye could see.
Wonderful and somehow unexpected. Why, I wonder now, did my soul leap so joyously when I saw ﬁrst, the
abundant grass shimmering across the valley and then again, a week later, when I saw the dancing sweep of
golden sunﬂowers? My seasoned intellect should have prepared me for such sights. Summer rain and wamth,
germination and growth have predictable outcomes. Instead, beauty and what seemed divine sleight of hand took
me by surprise and I tumbled into praise.
School has started at Zuni Christian Mission School with wonders analogous to my ﬂowers-of-the-ﬁelds experience. It happened on two fronts.
First the return of the children. Year after year, it happens....the paper work, the physical work, the thinking work,
the praying work—the countless acts of faithful preparation that logically lead to a good beginning of a school
year. Still, it is only when the children come streaming through the doors on the ﬁrst day of school that our hearts
leap to the loveliness of their laughter, their greetings, and the curious mix of caution and exhuberance they
exude. The beauty of it all takes us by surprise.
Secondly, an empty space. In my oﬃce is a ﬁle full of papers documenting the hundreds of tasks and thousands of
decisions that have laid the groundwork for the construction of a new school. Some tasks were large but many
were small; some decisions were momentous and others seemed less signiﬁcant. All preparation. Then came the
day, just before school started when the heavy machinery came and moved two of portable classrooms to their
new and temporary locations. Left behind was the gloriously rutted space where the new school will be built. Its
beauty is both wonderful and somehow unexpected.
So here we are at the beginning of the school year, agape at these splendid acts of God. We sit squarely in the lap
of praise.
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Here they are: Children from kindergarten to eigth grade. Some are new to our school and many
returning students. All of them : Faces of Promise

